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Abstract

Fundamental atomic processes during production and retention of radiation damage in structural materials are

reviewed. Firmly established damage mechanisms are outlined, and some of the major uncertainties exposed. Damage

production under neutron and ion irradiation proceeds through the elementary step of collision cascade formation, with

further modi®cation of the nascent cascade structure by inter-, and intra-cascade interaction events. Under fusion

neutron irradiation, single cascade damage production occurs within 10 ps in most metals, with spatial extent of several

tens to hundreds of nano-meters. Damage accumulation takes place over much longer time and length scales, during

which multiple cascades interact leading to further re-structuring of the incipient cascade. Areas which require further

investigation are: (1) the mechanisms of vacancy cluster collapse at the cascade core; (2) the athermal nucleation of

interstitial loops at the periphery; (3) the migration of interstitial atoms and clusters emanating from the cascade; (4) the

replacement of the dpa with a more physical measure of damage retention; (5) cascade structure for high PKA energies

(above 20 keV); and (6) Inter- and Intra-cascade interactions, (7) and ®nally, cascade dynamics in damaged materials at

high dose. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Most materials experience signi®cant property

changes when irradiated by energetic particles. Plastic

yield and subsequent deformation, fracture and dimen-

sional stability of metals and alloys exhibit strong sen-

sitivity to the deleterious e�ects of neutron irradiation.

Electro-optical properties of semi-conductors and insu-

lators are likewise prone to the damaging e�ects of both

ionizing and displacement types of radiation. Extrapo-

lation of the properties of irradiated materials in avail-

able damage facilities to those, which might result under

the conditions of fusion energy systems, necessitates

knowledge of fundamental atomic mechanisms.

In a fusion reactor, energetic neutrons will impart

substantial energy to lattice atoms, thus initiating colli-

sion cascades and sub-cascades. The initial energy of the

Primary Knock on Atom (PKA) is typically six to seven

orders of magnitude above its thermal value. This as-

tounding energy density is nevertheless quickly shared

amongst neighboring atoms over a short period (on the

order of 10 ps for metals), resulting in permanent damage.

The initiating event is obviously very violent, and fur-

thermore, is characterized by extremely short time and

length scales. Thus, the solid will be driven out of its

equilibrium state following this damage production stage.

Although the primary damage event is uncommonly

severe, most materials appear to have the capacity of

``repairing'' themselves. A fraction of the PKA energy is

®rst consumed in heating with no apparent damage.

Then, a very small fraction (on the order of a few per-

cent) of the amount of atomic defects will be able to

escape the healing power of the cascade zone, and freely

migrate in the material. Notwithstanding, the small

fraction of freely migrating defects (FMD's) results in

substantial modi®cations of the material's microstruc-

ture and hence its properties. In neutron-irradiated

materials, damage initially manifests itself as vacancies,

interstitials, and their clusters in metals and alloys.

In ordered intermetallics and covalently bonded
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multi-species materials, additional forms of damage in-

clude the formation of anti-site defects, disordering, and

amorphous zones.

Atomic re-arrangements and defects produced in the

nascent state of the collision cascade can result in many

deleterious modi®cations of the physico-mechanical

properties of irradiated materials. However, the long-

range migration of FMD's is responsible for the slow,

yet permanent evolution of the microstructure. We di-

vide the mechanisms involved in radiation interaction

with materials into two broad categories: (1) processes

associated with atomic collision phenomena, and (2)

processes resulting from di�usive migration of atomic

defects. In this paper, we con®ne our attention to atomic

mechanisms in the ®rst category, which may be conve-

niently termed: damage production and retention. We

provide here a brief review of this subject, emphasizing

the current ®rm understanding of some processes, as

well as areas where consensus has yet to emerge. Our

view is that production of atomic defects because of ir-

radiation occurs within the lifetime of a single collision

cascade. On the other hand, accumulation of damage is

viewed to be the consequence of many interacting

events, in which both inter-cascade and intra-cascade

interactions are signi®cant.

By the mid 1950s, the two basic concepts of dis-

placement damage production were established. Kinchin

and Pease [1] developed the ®rst model for calculating

the number of displaced atoms in a solid. No knowledge

of the atomic structure is required in this model, and the

number of displaced atoms, m, by a PKA of energy EPKA

is readily calculated once the displacement threshold en-

ergy, Ed, is known. Thus: VKP � EPKA=2Ed. Brinkman

[2], on the other hand, was the ®rst to propose the dis-

placement spike concept, in which the atomic structure

was considered. He clearly illustrated the separation

between the two types of atomic defects, namely clus-

tered vacancies in the central core of the cascade and

interstitial defects on its periphery. Subsequently, Seeger

[3] shed considerable light on Brinkman's model, and

proposed the ejection of interstitials from the cascade

along low-index crystallographic directions in Replace-

ment Collision Sequences (RCS's), and the formation of

a depleted zone at the cascade center. The production

mechanism of stable Frenkel Pairs (FP's), and the

number of FP's produced by the PKA were then iden-

ti®ed almost half a century ago! Shortly thereafter,

Makin and Minter [4] postulated the existence of a

volume around each depleted zone within which no new

clusters can be formed. Thus, a rudimentary mechanism

of damage accumulation and saturation was identi®ed.

Intensive experimental and theoretical research during

the intervening ®ve decades brought this powerful pic-

ture into sharp focus, and modi®ed the quantitative

nature of these mechanisms in a substantial way.

2. Fundamental damage mechanisms

2.1. Energy transfer and interatomic potentials

No single interatomic potential function is capable of

representing the wide range of energy of displaced at-

oms. One must therefore resort to a description based on

composite potential functions. In the high-energy range

(i.e. at close separation between nuclei), the Coulomb

potential is su�cient. That is: V �r� � Z1Z2e2=r, where

Z1;2 are the atomic numbers of interacting atoms, r is

their separation distance and e the electronic charge. As

the energy decreases, the situation becomes more com-

plex due to the interaction of overlapping electron shells.

Atomic collisions above approximately 100±200 eV can

be satisfactorily described within the framework of a

Binary Collision Approximation (BCA), in which the

interatomic potential is a screened form of the pure

Coulomb. Below this energy range, several atoms can

interact simultaneously, because of the local electronic

structure. Since many important features occur in the

low energy regime, such as displacement threshold re-

actions, defect stability and clustering, etc., it is therefore

imperative to include many-body interactions in defect

production calculations. Consequently, estimations of

defect production are based on the BCA for the gross

features, and on detailed Molecular Dynamics (MD) for

a more quantitative analysis. The concept of displace-

ments per atom (dpa) is based on the BCA. It utilizes a

modi®ed form of the Kinchin±Pease estimate, for the

number of displaced atoms per collision.

Energy transfer during atomic collisions is deter-

mined by the form of the interatomic potential. In BCA

calculations, the potential at separations somewhat

smaller than equilibrium is assumed to be represented by

the Born±Mayer potential: V �r� � A exp�ÿr=q�, where

A and q are constants. As the separation between the

two atoms decreases, a screened Coulomb form is used.

The inverse power law potential: V �r� � Arÿs, s� 2,3, is

often used. In this case, exact analytical expressions for

the energy transfer cross-section can be readily found,

and e�ciently used in BCA calculations. The energy

transfer cross-section in a collision between the energetic

atom (energy E) and the struck atom (emerging with

energy T) is analytically given by [5]:

r�E; T � dT � CsEÿsTÿ1ÿs dT ; �1�
where Cs is a constant appropriate for the power s.

Matching procedures must be used to ensure smooth

transitions in energy transfer during BCA energy loss

calculations. Alternatively, exponential screening func-

tions can be used to describe the in¯uence of outer shell

electrons on diminishing the interaction between nuclei.

Ziegler et al. [6] have successfully ®tted many atomic

scattering experiments with the potential:
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V �r� � Z1Z2e2

r

X4

k�1

Ckeÿbk r=a0 ; �2�

where Ck and bk are ®tting constants, and a0 is a

screening length.

Stability and ®nal con®guration of displaced atoms

are properties which are critically dependent on accurate

representation of the interatomic potential at energies

just around the threshold for displacement (e.g. tens of

eV) down to thermal energies (e.g. fractions of eV).

Empirical potentials, which are based on equilibrium

properties of the solid, are strictly accurate in the frac-

tion of eV range. At higher energies, however, many-

body type potentials for low energy interactions are

matched with pair potentials [7]. In metals, a widely used

potential is the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) func-

tion, originally developed by Daw and Baskes [8]:

V �rij� � /ij�rij� � 2qa
ijF
0 � �qa

ij�2F 00; �3�
where the ®rst term on the right represents repulsive

core±core interactions, the second and third are attrac-

tive contributions. The embedding function F is assumed

to be dependent on the total average electron density

around atom i, while the average local electron density

contribution from atom j on i are given by qa
ij. Primes

are for derivatives of F. For covalently bonded materials

(e.g. SiC or Si), the empirical potential must posses

strong directional character. Widely used potentials are

the Stillinger±Weber for Si [9], and the Terso� [10] and

Pearson [11] potentials for SiC.

Atomic collisions treated via interatomic potentials

lead to energy loss from the PKA, and redistribution to

target atoms participating in the collision cascade.

However, in-between these collisions, energy is contin-

uously lost from energetic atoms to the electron system

in the lattice. The rate of this loss, per target atom per

unit area, Se, is described by the Lindhard formula [6] at

low energy (below 25 keV/ amu):

Se � 8pe2a0

Z7=6
1 Z2

Z
m
m0

; �4�

where a0� 0.0529 nm, Z1 and Z2 are the charge number

for projectile and target, and Z2=3 � Z2=3
1 � Z2=3

2 , and m
the velocity of the projectile and m0 is a characteristic

electronic speed. In the high energy regime (i.e. PKA

energy greater than 200 keV/amu), the Bethe±Bloch

stopping power is used:

Se � 2pZ2
eff e

4�M1=me�
E

ln
4E

�M1=me��I

 !
; �5�

where Zeff is an e�ective charge, M1 is the projectile

mass, me the electron mass, �I the average ionization

energy of the target atom, and E the PKA energy. In the

intermediate energy range of 20±200 keV/amu, the

electronic conductance (inverse of Se) as a linear com-

bination of conductances calculated from Eqs. (4) and

(5). For polyatomic materials, such as SiC, Al2O3, etc.,

Bragg's additivity rule is used in accordance with the

stoichiometry of the compound.

2.2. dpa as a measure of damage accumulation

The concept of ``displacements per atom'', or simply

dpa, has been extensively used as a measure of damage

accumulation in irradiated materials. We outline here

the procedure for dpa calculations in a multi-species

material for generality [11]. Assume that the material is

composed of two species, type A and B (e.g. SiC). If a

PKA of type A travels a distance dx, it will eventually

result in a number of displacements of type A atoms

�mAA�, and of type B �mAB�, and similarly for type B

PKA. Each element of the matrix mij �i; j � 1; 2� is gov-

erned by a conservation equation [11]:

mij�E� �
X

k

ZAik E

0

C�E ÿ T
�� ÿEjd=Kij�mij�E ÿ T �

�C�T ÿ Ekd��dkj�mkj�T ��
�
Nkrik�E; T �

	
dx dT

�
ZTem

0

mij�E ÿ Te�Nerie�E; T � dx dT

� 1

 
ÿ
X

k

Nkrik�E� dxÿ Nerie�E� dx

!
mij�E�:

�6�
In Eq. (6), C�x� is the unit step function, Ni the

atomic density of species i, rij�E� the total scattering

cross-section between i and j, Kij � 4mimj=�mi � mj�2 is

the energy transfer e�ciency between masses mi and mj,

and dij is the Kronecker delta. The ®rst integral repre-

sents the number of displacements mij conserved over the

probability of a PKA of type i colliding with target at-

oms k�k � 1; 2� during its travel a distance dx. It has two

terms; the displacements caused by the PKA and those

caused by the secondary knock-on. The second integral

represents the additional displacements conserved over

the probability of PKA collisions with electrons. The

last term in parentheses on the right is for conservation

of displacements over the probability of collisions with

neither atoms nor electrons.

Solution of Eq. (6) depends on assumptions regard-

ing the energy transfer cross-section (hence the inter-

atomic potential), as well as the form of electronic en-

ergy loss. For the case of a single element material, with

no electronic energy loss, and a hard-sphere interatomic

potential, the Kinchin±Pease estimate, mKP, is obtained.

It is naturally expected to be too high. If a ``softer po-

tential'' is used, for example the inverse power law for

which the di�erential energy transfer cross-section is

given by Eq. (1), this number is reduced by a factor
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K� 0.5±1.0, depending on the potential. An acceptable

value for K is 0.8, and is due to Norgett, Robinson and

Torrens (NRT) [12]. In addition, when the energy loss to

electrons is accounted for, the number of displaced at-

oms is reduced even further. It takes the form:

mNRT�E� � Kn�E�mKP�E�; �7�
where the factor K is de®ned as the displacement e�-

ciency, and the function n�E� is de®ned as the damage

e�ciency, and are both less than unity.

In a neutron ¯ux described by a di�erential spectrum

/�En� dEn, the di�erential energy transfer cross-section

from a neutron, energy En, to a PKA, energy E, is

rn�En;E� dE. The displacement cross-section, rd, can be

conveniently de®ned as: rd�En� �
R KEn

Ed
rn�En;E�m�E� dE.

The displacement rate, in units of dpa, is obtained by

integration over the neutron spectrum:

Rd �
Z1

Ed=K

rd�En�/�En� dEn: �8�

Current damage correlations for materials behavior in

one type of neutron spectrum (e.g. ®ssion) to another

(e.g. fusion) are based on Eq. (8). Fig. 1 shows calcu-

lated dpa cross-sections for Fe, C (in SiC), Si (in SiC)

and SiC. The cross-sections are up to several thousand

barns, and are very dependent on the neutron energy.

Because of a smaller Ed for C in SiC, the dpa cross-

section for C is about four times higher than Si for fu-

sion neutrons [11].

Damage calculation procedure outlined above is

overly simplistic for a number of reasons. The actual

value of m, obviously the basis of dpa is highly uncertain

because the theory ignores immediate re-structuring of

the lattice ± the ``repair'' mechanisms we referred to

earlier. As much as 99% restoration of displacements

can occur over several time scales!

3. Atomic structure of primary damage

Current experimental techniques do not have access

to real-time details of cascade events. For this reason,

computer simulations have helped to resolve the atomic

structure of collision cascades. The gross features of

large-scale cascades can be studied by the Monte Carlo

(MC) technique, and involve the utilization of Eqs. (1)±

(5) in de®ning probabilities of interactions and magni-

tudes of energy transfer. These simulations are based on

the BCA; the primary examples are the computer codes

MARLOWE [12], TRIM [6] and TRIPOS [5]. The

power of MC cascade analysis stems from the fact that

Fig. 1. Displacement cross-sections, as function of neutron energy for Si (in SiC), C (in SiC), SiC, and Fe [11].
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large crystal volumes can be simulated, allowing study

of high-energy interactions (up to 0.5 MeV). When an

assumed recombination distance of 5.75 lattice parame-

ters is invoked in subsequent annealing simulations, the

surviving defect fraction is shown to be consistent with

resistivity measurements for Cu [13].

Experimentally, on the other hand, postmortem or in

situ observations of vacancy clusters in metals, alloy

disordering of ordered alloys, and amorphous zones in

covalent materials can reveal what happened after the

cascade formation stage. One of the main discrepancies

between MC simulations of single cascades and experi-

ments is on the number of sub-cascades that result from

the breakup of a single high-energy cascade. Based on

spectral analysis of the primary recoils in several metals,

Kiritani and coworkers [14] determined the number of

sub-cascades as a function of PKA energy. Heinisch

[13], and Heinisch and Singh [13] performed MC simu-

lations for single high-energy cascades for Cu, and

showed that above 30±50 keV the cascade breaks up

into a chain of multiple damage zones. Computer sim-

ulation results show a factor of two less sub-cascades as

compared to those inferred from experiments, as shown

in Fig. 2. What complicates the single cascade picture,

and is perhaps responsible for some of this disagree-

ment, is the in¯uence of subsequent cascades on the

stability of vacancy clusters [15]. Experimental work on

thin foils of Cu, Au and Ni irradiated by 14 MeV neu-

trons show that, at least at low neutron dose, subsequent

cascades tend to aid in collapsing vacancy clusters. This

behavior has been interpreted by Kiritani as an impact

e�ect, where the phonon energy released from one cas-

cade is transmitted through the lattice to a neighboring

one. The elastic energy is thought to collapse the va-

cancy cluster, because it is found that several cascades

are required before a vacancy loop can be observed [14].

Cooperative cascade interactions, as manifest through

the impact e�ect, appear to contradict MD simulations

of single cascades, and the ``cascade overlap'' concept

used to explain damage saturation at high neutron

doses. Another problem in sub-cascade analysis exists at

high temperature, particularly in high Z elements (e.g.

Au and Ag) [16]. While experimental evidence indicates

that closely-spaced sub-cascades tend to agglomerate

and form one contiguous vacancy cluster [14], no theo-

retical or computational evidence exist to date on either

the ``impact e�ect'' nor large contiguous vacancy clus-

ters.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the number of sub-cascades on PKA energy in various elements. Experimental estimates are by Kiritani [14],

and computer simulations are by Heinisch [13], and Satoh [13].
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3.1. MD methodology

MD simulations are based on direct solution for the

equations of motion (EOM) for a large number of at-

oms. In principle, the interatomic potential is all what is

needed, and classical Newtonian mechanics should be

su�cient. However, many computational details must

be worked out because of the ®nite size of the system of

particles, and the discreteness of numerical integration.

The classical EOM are given by [17]:

mi
o2

ot2
ri � ÿ

XN

j;j 6�i

rUij ÿ l
o
ot

ri ÿ k�ri ÿ rie� � Fib � g�t�:

�9�
Integration of Eq. (9) for the atomic position vectors, ri,

is typically done with very short time steps (0.01±1 fs)

for accurate trajectories. The atom inertia force on the

left side is balanced by the gradient of the interatomic

potential, an e�ective electronic energy loss (friction)

force, a net balancing force (Fib) for coupling of the

atomic box with the elastic continuum, and a stochastic

force �g�t�� to restore thermodynamic equilibrium with

the surrounding medium. Typical calculations for Si on

the T3D-MPP computer at LLNL require 2 s/million

atoms for each time step [16].

3.2. Displacement threshold

In metals, the production mechanism of a stable

Frenkel Pair has been established to be the Replacement

Collision Sequence (RCS) [5]. Atoms receiving energy

just above the displacement threshold initiate a super-

sonic RCS, which terminates by displacing one atom at

the end of the chain. Consequently, energetic atoms di-

rected along principal cubic directions in the FCC lattice

(i.e. á1 1 0ñ and á1 0 0ñ) are easier to displace because of

the focusing e�ect. In open directions, such as á1 1 1ñ, an

energetic atom emanating from a corner must squeeze

through a triangle made up of face atoms. MD calcu-

lations of Ed in Cu at 10 K compare well with the ex-

perimental data of King and Benedek [7]. In Cu, Ed

along á1 1 0ñ or á1 0 0ñ is on the order of 25 eV, while it

is almost twice as large close to the á1 1 1ñ direction.

Similar results have been recently obtained for Fe [16].

MD calculations indicate that the lattice temperature

has a signi®cant e�ect on the length of the RCS in Cu,

where it decreases from 6.5 lattice constants to only 3 at

temperatures below melting [7].

In covalently bonded materials, the displacement

process is more complex, especially when two di�erent

atomic species are bonded. Fig. 3(a) shows two primitive

tetrahedral unit cells of SiC, while Fig. 3(b) give the

results of MD calculations for the displacement thresh-

old surfaces in SiC. Starting from a C atom in the center

of the tetrahedron, the vertices and the face centers are

both [1 1 1] directions, but for clarity, we will denote the

face centers as [1 1 1] while the vertices as �1 1 �1�. It is

shown that displacements of C or Si atoms occur at low

energies in directions close to the [1 1 1]-gaps, while they

require substantially more energy to be displaced along

the bond directions (i.e. �1 1 �1�). If an energetic atom is

ejected along the direction of its neighbor, it will get

re¯ected and then will be displaced through the opposite

[1 1 1]-gap. Stable displaced atoms (interstitials) then

reside on {1 1 1} planes within the neighboring primi-

tive cell, known as hexagonal (or H-) sites. In contrast to

metals, it appears that displacement damage in covalent

materials does not require the large separation of

Frenkel Pairs via the RCS mechanism. The low dis-

placement threshold of C as compared to Si indicates

that displaced atoms will predominantly be of the C-

type. If a Si atom is ejected through the [1 1 1]-gap

bounded by a triplet of C atoms, it will displace the

entire triplet on its way. Not only that C is displaced at a

lower threshold, but it is also simultaneously displaced

whenever a Si displacement occurs.

3.3. Collision cascade features

In metals, computer simulations reveal that high lo-

cal temperatures and local melting occur at the cascade

core, followed by solidi®cation because of energy con-

duction away from its center. Temperature gradients as

high as 1010 K/cm, and cooling rates of 1015 K/s have

been estimated for 25 keV cascades [16] in Cu. The

cascade core is shown to be liquid-like, revealed by

studies of the pair correlation function and structure

factor. In Cu, the cascade lifetime is shown to vary from

a low of 1 ps for 5 keV cascades to 5 ps for 25 keV

cascades [16]. Below 5 keV, no discernible liquid zone

can be identi®ed. It is interesting to note that low energy

displacements in SiC occur in less than 0.1 ps, which is at

least one order of magnitude faster than in metals. This

is a consequence of the much sti�er interaction potential

in SiC. The issue of cascade lifetime is important, be-

cause it has a direct e�ect on the ability of the cascade to

form defect clusters before the collisional phase is over.

In standard dpa calculations, the atomic structure of

the collision cascade is irrelevant. However, all evidence

suggest that the RCS mechanism is e�ective in produc-

ing surviving single defects (SSD) in metals only in a

small shell at the periphery of the cascade. At the core,

however, the separation of Frenkel pairs is short-lived

because of the molten structure, and the majority either

recombine or form clusters. As the cascade size in-

creases, the fraction of SSD will decrease because of the

relative decrease of the ratio of the RCS length to cas-

cade size. Instead, the fraction of surviving clustered

defects (SCD) increases with PKA energy, because of

increased elastic strain energy within the cascade vol-

ume. Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of atomic
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defects in a 25 keV cascade in Cu after 10 ps [16]. It is

clear that a small vacancy cluster has formed at the

center, and few smaller interstitial clusters are at the

periphery. The exact clustering mechanism is not well

established yet. Calculations of atomic level stresses in

Au indicate that excessively large compressive stresses

exist at the periphery, while high tensile stresses occur at

the center [16]. It is therefore tempting to interpret the

results of clustering as a consequence of the elastic in-

teraction between self-interstitials, on the one hand, and

Fig. 3. (a) Primitive cells in SiC, showing displacement directions, (b) Directional dependence of the displacement threshold in SiC.
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between vacancies, on the other. Direct nucleation of

interstitial loops in cascades has important consequences

on damage accumulation, because it can lead to a pro-

duction asymmetry between freely migrating vacancies

and interstitials, as proposed by Woo and Singh [18]. If

this production bias is inherent in cascade damage, the

absorption bias of dislocations for interstitials would not

be a pre-requisite for void swelling.

Instead of RCS's emanating from a molten core,

atomic displacements in covalent materials are produced

in close proximity (within a neighboring primitive cell),

because of a strong covalent bond. In silicon, MD

simulations for B and As ions with incident energies

from 1 to 15 keV have been simulated by Caturla et al.

[19]. They observed that for heavy ions, the number of

displaced atoms is approximately a factor of two higher

than that predicted by the KP model ± a surprising re-

sult. On the other hand, for light ions, their MD simu-

lations agree with the simple KP model. One interesting

feature of damage in Si is that cascades produce amor-

phous zones (or pockets), that are highly defected. Thus,

the standard metal concept of the cascade does not ap-

ply here, since the apparent high defect concentration is

rather unstable because of the close proximity of defects.

In fact, studies of the annealing behavior of amorphous

pockets showed that they are readily dissolved, leaving

behind a recrystalized region with few atomic defects. At

1080 K, complete recrystalization has taken place by 0.1

ns, for a damage zone produced by a 25-keV cascades in

Si [16]. The fraction of isolated atomic defects that are

not contained in the amorphous zones is estimated at

10% for heavy ions in Si, and at 30% for light ions. Thus,

it appears that at moderate temperatures in Si (e.g. 600

K), the fraction of single defects from cascades is similar

to the case of metals.

In BCC metals, such as Fe and V, the general be-

havior of the cascade is similar to the FCC case,

with some additional complications. Recent MD [16] of

Fig. 4. Cascade structure of a 25 keV Cu PKA, showing clustering of vacancies at the core, and interstitials at the periphery [16].
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cascades in BCC Fe showed that the general dependence

of the fraction of surviving defects on PKA energy is

similar to FCC metals (see Fig. 5). However, no vacancy

clusters were produced at the cascade core of either Fe

or V, in sharp contrast to studies of Cu and Au. In

addition, it is found that only small interstitial loops

nucleate within the cascade volume. Once nucleated, di-

and tri-interstitial loops glide very quickly along á1 1 1ñ
directions. The activation energy for their migration is

estimated as 0.2, 0.067 and 0.17 eV for mono-, di- and

tri-interstitials, respectively. The role of the high stack-

ing fault energy on unfaulting glissile loops has not been

assessed, and it is uncertain as to the size limit for the

mobility of nucleated loops.

4. Damage accumulation

The process of damage accumulation involves the

following: (1) inter-cascade interactions, (2) intra-cas-

cade interactions, (3) di�usional migration of FMD. The

last item, however, can be conveniently included with

microstructure evolution processes, and will therefore

not be dealt with here. Within one single cascade, the

fraction of surviving defects (SD) is strongly dependent

on the PKA energy. This fraction, v, will be de®ned as

the defect production e�ciency by the equation:

mSD � vKn�E�mKP. Fig. 5 shows the results of several

MD simulations of cascades for v, up to 20 keV, to-

gether with experimental resistivity change data. These

results indicate that even for one cascade, v is on the

order of 20±30% of the NRT value, for cascade energies

above a few keV.

The traditional model of damage accumulation is due

to Makin and Minter [4], in which production of cas-

cades is independent of irradiation time, till cascades

start to ``feel'' one another through geometric proximity.

At this point, non-linearities set in, and one cascade can

partially ``heal'' the damage of a previous one giving rise

to saturation in the density of damage zones. Recently, a

Fig. 5. Defect production e�ciency as a function of PKA energy ± MD and experiment [15,16,20].
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number of investigations [21] showed that this is indeed

the case with ion irradiation of Au, except for two new

features. First, a group of clusters (e.g. sub-cascades)

was identi®ed to occur closely spaced, and was associ-

ated with one ion. Second, the irradiation temperature

was observed to have a signi®cant e�ect on the survival

of vacancy clusters. The data shows that clusters tended

to agglomerate in single zones at high temperatures.

Thus, the e�ect of temperature is to decimate the smaller

clusters, and to consolidate them into larger ones. The

production e�ciency, de®ned as the ratio of damage

clusters per incident ion, was found to decrease from a

high of 40% at the beginning of irradiation to less than

10% by an ion ¯uence of 1015 ions/cm2 at 300 K. The

annihilation e�ciency was found to increase until it

matched the production e�ciency at saturation.

The exact mechanism of vacancy cluster collapse into

a stacking fault tetrahedron (STF) is not well estab-

lished. Experimental data show that the density of va-

cancy clusters increases at a ``super-linear'' initial rate.

This is interpreted as indicative of increased defect

production e�ciency with neutron ¯uence ± a result that

is diametrically opposite to the ion irradiation results of

Kanzaki. The data is interpreted in terms of a ``shock

wave'' generated by one cascade and interacting with an

existing loose vacancy cluster from a previous one. The

pressure wave is thought to result in complete collapse

of the cluster into a SFT. The exact details of this pro-

posed mechanism have not been theoretically worked

out, and it therefore remains as speculation.

One ®nal area of large uncertainty is the question of

the imbalance between vacancies and interstitials in

FMD's. Single and multiple free defects di�use and glide

in one dimension over time scales on the order of ms±

months, and cover distances that are 3±4 orders of

magnitude larger than the cascade volume. The ratio of

V/I reacting with microstructural features ± the sink bias

± is still a matter of debate. The asymmetry in the FMD

was originally proposed by Woo and Singh [18] and has

recently been shown to result from the formation of I-

loops at the cascade periphery by MD simulations.

Another mechanism for this asymmetry has been pro-

posed by Kiritani [14], as the Cascade Localization In-

duced Bias (CLIB) e�ect. Based on experimental

evidence for the disappearance of I-loops under neutron

irradiation, it is proposed that the delayed outward

migration of vacancies from the cascade core results in

their interaction with nucleated I-loops at the periphery.

5. Conclusions

Signi®cant advances in our understanding of damage

production and accumulation have been made over the

past ®ve decades, albeit at a slow rate. The fundamental

picture of displacement damage in collision cascades is

well understood. However, many important details re-

main in a state of complete ¯ux. While the magnitude of

the displacement threshold in metals, and the associated

RCS mechanism are both developed, this is not the case

for many covalent materials. The fraction of displaced

atoms surviving a single cascade is now understood to be

small (�0.2). However, the exact split within this frac-

tion of free versus clustered defects is still being debated.

A very consistent description of damage production has

emerged through theory, computer simulation and ex-

periment. Some of the salient successes are: measure-

ments and calculations of the displacement threshold,

nucleation and migration of interstitial loops in cas-

cades, clustering of vacancies at the core of the cascade,

the RCS mechanism in metals and the ``gap'' mechanism

in covalent materials, amorphization in covalent mate-

rials, and the thermal spike concept in metals.

With all these successes, it may seem that not much is

needed for further elaboration. This is emphatically not

the case, because many important details remain un-

solved. The clustering mechanisms of vacancies and in-

terstitials within the lifetime of a single cascade are not

clear. Non-linear inter- and intra-cascade interactions

are not very well understood. Experimental evidence

range from a ``reinforcement'' to a ``mutual destruction''

e�ect, presumably dependent on ¯uence, material and

temperature. Beyond the single cascade concept, the

situation becomes extremely complex. The biggest

problem now is how to quantify residual damage accu-

mulation. It is well known that damage is evidenced by

microstructure evolution, and not by the number of

displaced atoms. The small fraction of defects that did

not cluster within one cascade will interact with damage

zones of other cascades. Therefore, there is no

straightforward way in which the determination of

damage accumulation can be generalized, for the pur-

pose of experimental correlations. For a recent review,

please see Zinkle and Singh [21]. The accepted dpa

measure of damage accumulation can be completely

misleading, because it overlooks the important ``heal-

ing'' power of the crystal lattice. Theory and simulation

have not yet provided unequivocal answers to many of

these questions, because of the vast computational needs

of large, interacting cascades with realistic interatomic

potentials.
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